margins of the Moose kingdoms and offering places to hide from colonial exactions.% The relatively high population densities in the Moose kingdoms and the space-consuming land use practices are often cited as subsidiary causes.& Although the occupation of land by Moose on and over the margins of the kingdoms as they existed by the end of the nineteenth century may be understood in terms of ' peaceful conquest ' as opposed to the ' warlike imperialism ' of bygone, pre-colonial days,' both migratory movements have generally been interpreted as being driven essentially by colonial forces, thus reducing the indigenous actors involved to playthings not capable of participating in the making of their own history. Likewise, it has been argued that the movements to the aires-refuges and the departures to Co# te d'Ivoire and Gold Coast, disrupted ' traditional ' social organization and land-use practices : ' traditional ' territories were shattered, land-use practices were further extensified and ' traditional ' labour arrangements became obsolete.( Where it is suggested that the scattering of population during colonial rule over village territories, and beyond to the aires-refuges, constituted a materialization of contradictions internal to Moaga (sing. of Moose) society, particularly with regard to the relations between elders and juniors, the interpretation of this process is often informed by evolutionary notions of social change associated with the advent of modernity (e.g. growing ' individualism ' or the ' atomization ' of production units).)
Over the last ten years, however, it has become accepted that ' the colonial situation has not suspended the historicity of African societies' and that subordinated actors played a significant role in this history.* Through the analysis of conflicts over land that occurred in the s and s along the border between the Moose chieftaincies of Piugtenga and Ratenga, this essay aims to demonstrate how local actors, involved in the occupation of land in one of the northern aires-refuges, actively participated in the making of their own history. Although flight from colonial repression and colonization of land for farming were certainly important motives for people to move, other projects were pursued simultaneously. First, it is demonstrated how Moose chiefs and earth priests confronted one another in struggles over the control of land at the borders of the chieftaincies. These borders appear not to have been stabilized or fixed at the eve of colonization, and the French did not succeed in freezing them either. The Moose chiefs were not solely instruments of the colonial system of indirect rule. They continued to pursue the realization of objectives set by their own agendas. The shattering of ' traditional ' village territories, which certainly took place, comes to the fore not so much as an expression of social disruption or of juniors' contestation of elders' authority, but more as a concerted effort by chiefs and earth priests to expand the population and the territories under their control independent of colonial authority. Therefore, the social and political organization of newly created settlements in the north embodied more continuity than rupture with pre-colonial history. Second, although one of the results of the struggles along the border between Piugtenga and Ratenga was the expansion of the Piugtenga chieftaincy, these struggles should not be understood solely in terms of chiefs. The fact that the expansion became possible early in the twentieth century, and the specific way in which it was realized, can be fully understood only if one takes into account the larger and smaller projects pursued by other actors (members of kin groups holding customary control over land, commoners and colonial administrators), directly or indirectly involved in the occupation of land in this particular aire-refuge. This essay will therefore demonstrate that the history of Moose kingdoms was not only a history of chiefs."! The colonial history of the Piugtenga chieftaincy is best interpreted as a variously motivated and multi-levelled encounter in which local actors actively responded to the circumstances created by colonial rule.""
To analyze the occupation of land in the aire-refuge to the north of Ziinoogo, the research village, it is first necessary to retrace the village's precolonial history.
         
The creation of the Moose kingdoms (Map ) followed a number of migratory movements by nakombse, whereby non-Moose population groups were gradually incorporated into what has come to be called Moaga society.
The origin of the nakombse is often traced back to Dagomba warriors who, in the course of the fifteenth century, left Gambaga in the north of presentday Ghana."# The ' conquering '"$ nakombse established a hierarchy of political rule : their patrilineal descendants hold exclusive claims on the offices of king, kombere naaba and village naaba (naaba : chief)."% The kombere (pl. kombemba) constitutes an intermediary level of rule between kingdom and villages. The kombere naaba, himself nominated by, and depending on, the king, is responsible for nominating the village chiefs.
Contrasted with the nakombse are the tengbiise (sing. tengbiiga), or the ' firstcomers ' or ' autochthonous ' population groups, such as Fulse, Kiibse, Ninise and Yiyoose, who passed under the political domination of the nakombse. They controlled the cult of the earth, personified by the earth priests who are the elders of tengbiise kin groups. The territory over which an earth priest exercised ritual authority was called tengpeelem. Hence, two hierarchies are juxtaposed, one referring to ' power ' over people, the other to ritual control over land."& Although the nakombse brought a new partition of the land based on the hierarchy of political rule, cross-cutting previously existing tengpeelem, this dissociation implies that, for the territorial grounding of their rule, they depend on the presence of and ritual collaboration with, the tengbiise, who as first occupants of the land mediate with the divinities of the earth and all other natural forces affecting agricultural production (rain, wind)."' The office of chief entails no privileges regarding control over land ; only indirectly is a territory associated with a chieftaincy, consisting of the land belonging to its constituent localized kin groups.
Apart from the nakombse and the tengbiise, Moaga society is composed of several other population groups, such as Yarse! (Muslim traders), blacksmiths and nayiirdamba (courtiers). The main occupation of all these Moose groups is millet-and sorghum-farming. They also keep small and large livestock, but entrust most of their cattle to Fulbe herdsmen who constitute a minority group (about  per cent of the Moose kingdoms' population).
The tengbiise in Ziinoogo (Map ) are Yiyoose."( The village was founded between approximately  and ") by their ancestor Tensyande, who had left Be! le! he! de! , some  km. to the north. He sought shelter from raids and lootings organized by people from the kingdoms of Ratenga, Zitenga and Yatenga. Although, according to elders"* in Ziinoogo, their ancestors continued to be attacked, the hills surrounding Ziinoogo offered protection and permitted them to withstand assaults.
The region must indeed have been in considerable turmoil, which is also why, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, the then king of Ouagadougou sent his son Piku to the north to protect against Fulbe incursions by the Ninise of Samtaaba, a village about  km. south of Ziinoogo. Piugtenga, initially founded by Piku as an independent chieftaincy, came under the suzerainty -and hence became a kombere -of the Boussouma kingdom around . Until the second half of the nineteenth century, the region was afflicted by several wars in which the kingdoms of Boussouma, Sanmatenga, Rissiam and Ratenga opposed one another. Boussouma was able to expand progressively, bringing under its suzerainty several chieftaincies, among which, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, was Sanmatenga. The relative proximity of one of the few commercial axes traversing the Moose kingdoms (going from Tombouctou via Serkissouma and Kaya to Ouagadougou), which attracted raiders all the more, added to "' Marchal, Yatenga, .
"( See Pageard, ' Recherches '. ") Boussouma was founded in about , Piugtenga between  and  (Izard, Introduction a Z l'histoire, -). Ziinoogo was founded earlier than Piugtenga, but later than the Boussouma kingdom, which, however, did not yet extend up to Ziinoogo. "* The examples of land tenure disputes presented in this paper were developed in the field using an extended-case study methodology. Conflicts over land were identified from either archival documents or oral data and then followed up through both informal and semi-structured interviews with as many of the persons involved in the disputes as possible. Oral data referring to the events in the s and s were provided by elders, most of whom had witnessed the incidents themselves, although at the time they were often just young teenagers. While the accounts and interpretations of these elders are to some extent to be understood in relation to their interests and status at the time of fieldwork, as well as to the stakes their kinsmen had in the conflicts earlier this century, neither this information nor the precise identity of the informants would add to the specific historical argument of this paper, which is intended to show that history is variously motivated and that local actors participated in the making of their own history. Hence, it was decided to refer to informants collectively as ' elders ' or ' village elders '. of the French at the end of the nineteenth century, then, insecurity constituted the primary motivation for people to seek shelter close to one another, giving rise to relatively few and large villages.
In Ziinoogo, the founding ancestor Tensyande was soon joined by other Yiyoose from Be! le! he! de! and later on by kin group segments of diverse origin (for instance, Kiibse and blacksmiths), each creating a separate ward close to the others. Although it may be assumed that Ziinoogo came under the influence of nakombse much earlier -the nearby villages Samtaaba and Biliga being ruled by nakombse chiefs as early as the beginning of the seventeenth century#" -it was not before the first decades of the nineteenth century that a chief of Piugtenga nominated one of his courtiers as the first village chief for Ziinoogo.## At the beginning of the twentieth century, ' power ' in Ziinoogo was withdrawn from the nayiirdamba for the benefit of the Piugtenga nakombse, when the then chief of Piugtenga, naaba Saaga, nominated a son of his as village chief.#$ Hence, early in the colonial era, Ziinoogo was well incorporated in the Piugtenga kombere, one of the twelve kombemba composing the Boussouma kingdom.#% Piugtenga was ruled by naaba Saaga, who had come to power at a young age and who would stay in office for seventy years.#& Until the arrival of the French, geographic mobility patterns at the frontier where Ziinoogo was located converged around a restricted number of settlement foci with a concentrated habitat (besides Ziinoogo also, for instance, Samtaaba, Tatuku and Bandega), bringing together people of diverse origin. The larger part of the region, especially up north, is viewed as having been ' empty ' : ' There was only bush ', village elders asserted.#' Although immigration into Ziinoogo continued throughout the twentieth century, colonial rule brought about a striking discontinuity in people's #" Izard, Introduction a Z l'histoire, . ## It was not uncommon for a superior chief to nominate nayiirdamba-courtiers as village chiefs, particularly along the borders of the kingdoms ; see Izard, Gens du pouvoir, .
#$ Some village elders argued that the nayiirdamba chief was evicted because of his harshness towards his subjects. However, others said that naaba Saaga nominated his sons as chief of two other villages at the very same moment he nominated a nakombga chief for Ziinoogo, which suggests that the Piugtenga naaba was appointing close relatives as village chiefs to whom future access to the office of kombere chief was blocked, thereby evicting chiefs of ancient root or of nayiirdamba origin (see also Izard, Gens du pouvoir, -).
#% other kombemba, became a ' canton ' of the province of Boussouma. The administrative division of the colony was designed to rule the population as effectively as possible through the chieftaincies already in place. Especially in view of the limited number of French administrators available, the authority of the chiefs was to be preserved and French administrators, such as the ' commandants de cercle ', were to use the chiefs as intermediaries for transmitting ' all orders to the population '.#) The hierarchical indigenous political organization allowed the French quickly to establish a ' rational ' system of governance. Concomitantly, a territorial model was applied which, copying the French departmental organization, was based on a concept of territoriality previously unknown to the Moose. It sought to establish ' line-like ' boundaries which were assumed to be recognized customarily as well. The cases presented below relating to conflicts along the border between the Cercle de Kaya and the Cercle de Ouahigouya show that these borders in practice remained remarkably diffuse and contested.#* It seems that the earliest delineation of this particular border by the French dates from , when the circumscription of Boussouma was created as a subdivision of the Cercle du Mossi.$! The territory of this circumscription corresponded to what afterwards became the Cercle de Kaya. $! Acte constitutif du Cercle de Kaya, Kaya, .
As mentioned above, the zone north of Ziinoogo up to Djelgodji was considered ' empty ' at the turn of the century. No Moose villages existed there. During the first decades of their rule, the French followed an active policy of disarming the indigenous population and acted severely upon any turmoil ; the production of lances and arrows by blacksmiths was prohibited and only ' hunters ' were allowed to carry a weapon in order to kill game.$" Raids, lootings and wars among chieftaincies were thus ended, or at least considerably reduced, while the killing of game also made the bush safer. Colonial pacification, then, made it possible for farmers from Piugtenga and Ratenga to move into the lowland which supposedly separated the two chieftaincies in the north. Not later than , they encountered one another at Nyimbila where a conflict over land occurred in . In December that year, the commandants of the Cercle du Mossi and the Cercle de Ouahigouya met at the disputed lot with the chiefs and earth priests concerned by this affair in order to redraw the border. The latter did not reach an agreement, although the customary ritual of taking oath on the tenseT (earth divinities) was performed : each earth priest present took an oath on his tenseT , none of them withdrawing his claim.$# The administrators then decided to correct the frontier between the cercles, and thus between Piugtenga and Ratenga, in such a way that the land farmed at that moment by people from Ratenga was attached to Ouahigouya and land used by people from Piugtenga to Kaya. The report of this meeting was concluded by a detailed description of the border accompanied by a map.$$ The earth priest of Ziinoogo was present at this encounter in Nyimbila as is well recalled by village elders :
The people from Ratenga said Nyimbila was their village but the people from Piugtenga opposed and said it was theirs. For the judgment many earth priests and chiefs were convened and the tengbiise brought their earth shrines. Even nowadays [tengbiise] from Ziinoogo can go there to discuss the borders. The Piugtenga naaba Saaga came and, after the judgment, he took his bush.$% When, in , the border between Kaya and Ouahigouya was redrawn, it was asserted that those who lived on and worked the land were entitled to the houses and crops on it and, implicitly, could continue to farm it. However, since no agreement was reached between the earth priests, no decision was made about to whom the disputed land belonged. Problems were bound to $" Lettre no.  A.P. du Lieutenant-Gouverneur de la Haute-Volta a ' M. l'Administrateur du Cercle du Mossi,  Sept.  ; Note a ' toutes Subdivisions du Commandant de Cercle du Mossi,  Sept. .
$# As in other legal matters, French policy with respect to conflicts over land was to follow customary law. This meant that the earth priests who claimed authority over the land were invited to indicate the earth shrines marking their territory and to take an oath upon their tenseT that they were speaking the truth. Those who were not prepared to take an oath in fact withdrew their claim.
$$ Proce ' s-Verbal de la de! limitation entre Piugtenga et Ratenga,  Dec. . $% Note, firstly, the legitimizing power attributed to the shrines of the tengbiise and the subsequent authority of the Piugtenga naaba to claim his bush, and, secondly, the claim that tengbiise from Ziinoogo even today have a say in matters of land at a place more than  km. north of Ziinoogo, from which they are now separated by several other villages not under their authority.
arise again. And, indeed, skirmishes between the populations of Ratenga and Piugtenga continued during the s.$& Still, the border conflict re-emerged in its full extent only in , this time at Singa, only a few kilometres south of Nyimbila in the same lowland.
Singa constituted a recently cleared area, where farmers from several Piugtenga and Ratenga villages spent the rainy season near their fields to retire to their respective villages for the dry season. A conflict over land had first surfaced in , and Zindawende, a son of the chief of Piugtenga, had been indicated as the instigator. He had been for six to ten years in Soumangue! re! , and claimed land farmed by a man from the Ratenga village Bayende! foulogo.$' In April , R. Arnaud, the ' Inspector of Administrative Affairs ' asked by the governor of Haute Volta to settle this conflict which had by then dragged on for years, argued that ' the disputed land at Singa undoubtedly belongs to the territory of the Cercle de Kaya '. He referred to the map drawn after the conflict at Nyimbila, and since this map was supposed to represent the actual occupation of farm land by people from Piugtenga and Ratenga in , one is tempted to conclude that farmers from Ratenga had pushed their fields eastwards during the following ten years. Arnaud nevertheless established that the most ancient customary rights to the land at Singa were held by an earth priest not from Piugtenga or Ratenga but from the chieftaincy of Sanmatenga.$( To explain Arnaud's decision, the political context needs to be taken into account. Indeed, this was not a simple land tenure dispute between two farmers ; other actors' interests were at stake as well. Shortly before the conflict at Singa erupted again in , the chief of Piugtenga had sent to Ratenga ' a war expedition, composed of about forty cavalrymen and a certain number of foot soldiers, all armed with bows and arrows '. Several people from Ratenga were captured and their granaries plundered. This operation seems out of proportion with the limited surface of land at stake.$) Arnaud observed that ' by disputing with obstinacy [about the land at Singa] the natives have become each other's enemies and the three interested canton chiefs seem to hate one another deeply ' (my italics).$* The affair was indeed complicated because along with the chiefs of Piugtenga and Ratenga, the chief of the Sanmatenga kombere was also involved. He was even asked by the chief of Ratenga to replace the chief of Piugtenga at the meeting which Arnaud convened in Singa to settle the conflict and in which, besides the chiefs, the commandants of Kaya and Ouahigouya and the earth priests of the frontier zone also participated. Initially the commandant of Kaya strongly opposed the presence of the chief of Sanmatenga, arguing that the territory of the Canton of Sanmatenga did not extend as far as Singa and that the Piugtenga naaba was ' the only person qualified to intervene in this matter '. He therefore considered it inopportune to have the Sanmatenga naaba participate in the settlement of the conflict, for it would ' incite one $& See, for instance, Te! le! gramme-Lettre no.  du Cercle de Ouahigouya au Cercle de Kaya,  July .
$' Rapport de l'Inspecteur des Affaires Administratives a ' M. le Leutenant-Gouverneur de la Haute-Volta,  May .
$( Ibid. $) ' The area of the field which is the object of the present dispute is very limited [ … ] . There have been no disputes so far about the neighbouring fields ' (ibid.). $* Ibid.
canton chief to claim territories of his neighbour ' and risk provoking political difficulties within the Cercle de Kaya.%! It is not clear how attendance at the meeting in Singa was finally decided, but the Ratenga naaba succeeded in having his way in that the Sanmatenga naaba was present and even came to have a decisive say. Together with a son of the earth priest of Zongo (a Sanmatenga village), the latter supported the claim of the people from Ratenga. Since Arnaud decided to follow the majority, the Piugtenga naaba and the earth priests of Piugtenga villages were overruled by the representatives of Ratenga and Sanmatenga. Arnaud concluded that ' before ' (period not specified) Piugtenga did not extend as far north as it did in ,%" and that Sanmatenga and Ratenga had agreed on a common border in the second half of the nineteenth century. This border would have been laid down by the earth priests of Roumtenga, Bayende! foulogo (Ratenga) and Zongo (Sanmatenga), for the purpose of which ' they had placed stones '. Although Arnaud acknowledged that the Piugtenga naaba was the rightful political successor of the Sanmatenga naaba in this particular region as Piugtenga had ' interposed ' itself between Ratenga and Sanmatenga, he adhered to the view that the earth priest of Zongo (Sanmatenga), ' according to indigenous custom ', possessed the most ancient claims on the land. Since the latter agreed to the use of the disputed lot by the farmer from Bayende! foulogo, Zindawende's claim was rejected.
Two issues raised by the settlement of the conflict at Singa and Arnaud's illuminating report deserve further comment. First, Arnaud suggested that the troubles were related to the struggle for political power internal to Piugtenga. The Piugtenga naaba, residing in the village of Delga, had nominated recently four of his sons as village chiefs (among others at Tamsin), and he would still have been in search for a place to nominate his son, Zindawende : ' He has other sons to place. One of them, Zindawende, seized the land until then farmed at Singa by the people of the Canton of Ratenga '.%# In the following years, the colonial administrators would come to interpret the border conflicts between Piugtenga and Ratenga increasingly in terms of Zindawende's frustrated aspirations for political power.
Second, the tenuous relations among the three chieftaincies have to be understood in the light of their pre-colonial history. From  to , Ratenga and Sanmatenga waged war, and Sanmatenga villages were looted.%$ Piugtenga did not extend further north than Ziinoogo. That the former enemies from Sanmatenga and Ratenga found themselves at Singa as allies is not surprising, because overruling Piugtenga claims served both their interests : people from Ratenga continued to have at their disposal the land at Singa, while Sanmatenga in the process succeeded in getting the colonial %" This was confirmed by village elders who stated that ' before the Piugtenga naaba commanded from Kaya to Samtaaba '.
%# Rapport de l'Inspecteur des Affaires Administratives a ' M. le Lieutenant-Gouverneur de la Haute-Volta,  May .
%$ Hostilities started after raids by people from Sanmatenga on herds of Fulbe from Ratenga (Izard, Introduction a Z l'histoire, ).
administration to recognize its ' customary right ' to the area separating the cantons of Sanmatenga and Ratenga. Political rule remained with the Piugtenga naaba, but, as we shall see, the claiming of land for cultivation based on ' customary rights ' detained by tengbiise earth priests appeared to be an excellent strategy for expanding one's political power, at least under colonial rule.
It is remarkable that at a time they were on a war footing Sanmatenga and Ratenga nevertheless succeeded in delimiting a common border, sanctioned by the earth priests of their respective chieftaincies. Given the juxtaposition of the nakombse's control of people and the tengbiise's control of land, the appearance of the earth priests on the pre-colonial scene of conflicts suggests that then, too, control of farm land may have been an issue. This matter of land for cultivation is often strikingly absent in representations of the precolonial history of Moose kingdoms. On the one hand, it may have been that land indeed played a minor role in conflicts and expansion strategies, and what counted above all was political power over people and that to obtain or expand it, wars had to be waged to evict competitors or to have an ally placed on a certain throne. That after the imposition of colonial rule farm land became central to conflicts in which nakombse chiefs came to play a major role may be explained by the fact that colonial pacification made former expansion strategies impossible, stimulating chieftaincies to devise new strategies for continuing their competition struggles. On the other hand, the pre-colonial history of Moose kingdoms has been represented mainly as the history of nakombse dynasties, concerned primarily with political control, thus obscuring alternative narratives.%% For the study of the first decades of colonial rule, the information filed in the colonial archives and the accounts by local people -nakombse and others alike -who actually lived the events, allow interpretations other than the ' master narrative ' of the nakombse to surface, a fact which helps to explain the ' sudden ' appearance of conflict over farm land.
  :  ,    
During the settlement of the conflict at Singa in , the Ziinoogo earth priest was joined by the earth priests from Koglbaraogo, Nyimbila and Soumangue! re! to defend the interests of Piugtenga. All three were elders of kin group segments which, at the beginning of the twentieth century, had left wards of Ziinoogo to establish new settlements in the north : people originally from Ziinoogo were the founders of the villages Namissiguima and Koglbaraogo,%& and in Ziinoogo it is claimed that the first settlers from Piugtenga at Nyimbila and Soumangue! re! had Ziinoogo as their origin as well. During the same first decades of the twentieth century, Baskondo was also created by people who used to live in Ziinoogo ; Ziinoogo tengbiise were among the first (Moose) settlers at places like Loada and Bottogo, and Nawoubkiiba was founded by people from the Piugtenga village Rumtenga.%' %% See also ibid., . %& See also PEDI, ' Le village de Namissiguima ', E T tudes de milieu social,  (Kaya, ); PEDI, ' Le village de Koglbaraogo ', E T tudes de milieu social,  (Kaya, ).
%' See also PEDI, ' Le village de Nawoubkiiba ', E T tudes de milieu social,  (Kaya, ).
Obviously, significant population movements took place during the first thirty years of colonial rule. On first enquiry, elders in Ziinoogo rarely explained these movements in terms of the political arguments set out above (chieftaincies in pursuit of expansion, struggles for power internal to chieftaincies). Rather, while mentioning the increased safety brought about by colonial pacification which allowed such movements, they stressed the need for farm land and the repressiveness of the colonial regime. It is indeed plausible that a relative population pressure had built up during the period preceding colonial pacification, when more and more people gathered on the frontiers of the kingdoms under the pressure of population growth in more central areas. For more than a century, outward expansion of the Moose kingdoms had been halted (for instance, by Fulbe in the north and by Samo in the west).%( Whereas the frontier where Ziinoogo was located continued to suffer from skirmishes and wars among chieftaincies, central areas of kingdoms benefited from internal peace and protection against external aggression, conducive to population growth and guaranteed by the political and military organization of the Moose.%) High population densities were already observed by early travellers, who also noted the impressive proportion of land brought under cultivation.%* Under the prevailing technology of hoe farming, the boost of population growth during colonial rule, especially from the s onward, made the search for new farm land all the more pressing.&! Moreover, climatological circumstances intervened as well. Whereas the last years of the nineteenth century had been relatively wet,&" the first decades of the twentieth century were relatively dry. The years - were disastrous and brought hunger throughout the region, while the s were also marked by dry years and erratic rainfall.&# In such circumstances, the land along Piugtenga's northwestern border was highly valued, as much by Piugtenga as by Ratenga farmers, for it consisted for the most part of lowlands.
The interpretation of population movements to the north of Ziinoogo for purposes of agricultural colonization was confirmed by elders' comments on Zindawende's presence in Soumangue! re! in the s and early s:
Zindawende farmed at Soumangue! re! , and at that time the Ziinoogo earth priest was there as well. … Zindawende did not live in Ziinoogo. His home was Delga. He left his father, Piugtenga naaba Saaga, to search for millet. People who went to Soumangue! re! did so in order to find millet.
The search for farm land was also apparent in the explanation of a second conflict at Singa which held the administrators' attention in  and . K. S. from Ziinoogo claimed to have received from a son of the earth priest &" Lahuec and Marchal, La mobiliteT du peuplement,  &# Gervais, ' Population ', -. It should be stressed, however, that an important factor in the frequency of harvest failures of the s was the forced cotton cultivation programme. Cotton competed directly with food crops for both labour and land. The famine of - is often attributed mainly to Lieutenant-Governor Hesling's cotton policy ; ibid., .
of Ziinoogo a plot of land which was also claimed by a farmer from a Ratenga village, and which they both attempted to sow in .&$ In Ziinoogo it was argued that ' K. S. went to farm at Singa because he wanted his children to know the boundaries of their land '. What is emphasized here is that people moved to clear land in the north not only because of their own immediate needs, but also to secure access to farm land for their descendants. A father needed to show his sons the places they would be allowed to farm when he himself would no longer be there. It was, for that matter, also emphasized that both Singa and Soumangue! re! were part of ' Ziinoogo's bush ', and that, consequently, the Ziinoogo tengbiise were entitled to accord Zindawende and K. S. the right to farm at the disputed places. How the authority of the Ziinoogo earth priest in matters of allocation of farm land at places like Singa and Soumangue! re! is to be understood will become clearer in the next section.
Escape from colonial exactions constituted a second local explanation for the movements to the north. From the earliest days of colonial rule, the French developed a system of forced day labour, mostly for local infrastructural works such as roads and airfields. Recruitment also took place for military service and for both large ' public works ' (e.g. railroad construction) and private enterprises (mainly in Co# te d'Ivoire). Furthermore, a head tax was imposed and, during the s, cotton production was forced on the population.&% The first thirty years of colonial rule laid an extremely heavy burden on the population as demands for labour, taxes and cotton were raised ' above all tolerance '.&& It has been pointed out by others that flight to less controlled areas of the French colonies or to the British Gold Coast constituted an effective weapon in the hands of the Haute Voltans in the face of the injustices they were enduring.&' The ' empty ' bush to the north of Ziinoogo constituted one of the hiding places. An elder who spent his youth in Koglbaraogo explained : ' My father left with his younger brothers for Koglbaraogo because here in Ziinoogo we were beaten. We found nobody there and cleared the bush to settle '. Another elder said : ' People from Ziinoogo went to live in Baskondo and Koglbaraogo because the French wanted to chop wood around here and let us transport it to Ouagadougou where it would be used for the construction of houses. That is why a number of people settled deeper into the bush '.
Such flight certainly did not go unnoticed by the administrators, and worried them. In their reports, they repeatedly drew attention to the Moaga's inclination to leave his compound and ' to penetrate deep into the bush to construct another far from his village chief and preferably in another canton ', thus ' escaping all his duties '.&( Administrators sought the cause for the escape of many Moose from colonial control in the diminished authority of chiefs brought about by the fact that the French no longer allowed them to act with force against disobedient subjects as they could in pre-colonial times.&) The case of the Piugtenga kombere, however, suggests that these administrators may have been wrong, underestimating the authority of chiefs and overestimating their loyalty. Indeed, not only did the administrators in Kaya and Ouahigouya have difficulties in controlling the events at their common border, they were also afraid of being played off against one another. In , informing the governor about ' the tendency which manifested itself among certain natives of the Canton of Ratenga to stir up old territorial quarrels with their neighbours of the Cercle de Kaya ', the commandant of Kaya warned that ' these natives seem to bargain for the hostility between the commandants of the interested cercles and even seek to provoke it by visibly tendentious information '.&* The administrators also felt their authority challenged. After having been notified of an attack by ' armed natives ' from Piugtenga on people farming in the region of Biliga (Cercle de Ouahigouya), the governor called upon the commandant of Kaya to punish the perpetrators severely, and to take care without delay of the long-lasting territorial dispute at the frontier between Ouahigouya and Kaya : ' In the absence of natural borders and because of the imprecision of custom, a verdict must be imposed and respected by the natives ', who are to be ' warned that their pretensions to fix borders for the cercles themselves are inadmissible '.'! The situation in that part of the colony changed rapidly, without the administration having gained a grip on settlement patterns. In documents from the s, names of villages and wards disappeared in subsequent documents, or a village in one text became a ward in another. Illustrative in this respect is that, in , Arnaud considered Zindawende to be a kombere chief's son for whom a village chieftaincy still had to be found, while Zindawende had been nominated village chief of Baskondo as early as the s.'" In the literature, chiefs, and especially the kombere chiefs, have been depicted essentially as collaborators of the colonial administration. They were responsible for carrying out directives issued by the administration such as the collection of taxes and recruitment, and are reputed to have abused their subjects by imposing exactions that exceeded the demands of the colonial administration.'# However, by leaving his superiors unaware of the existence of Baskondo as a separate settlement and by nominating a &) ' At the time chiefs still held their primitive authority such practices were not tolerated, but today the authority of the chiefs is almost ruined. Of course, the French Administration could not tolerate their abuses of the past, but it seems that too much solicitude towards its subjects, without having improved their fate, resulted only in the destruction of the authority of their natural chiefs ' (Rapport Politique, quatrie ' me trimestre , Cercle de Kaya, Colonie de la Co# te d'Ivoire). &* Lettre no.  du Commandant de Cercle de Ouahigouya au Gouverneur de la Haute-Volta,  July .
'! Te! le! gramme-Lettre no.  A. P. du Gouverneur de la Haute-Volta au Commandant de Cercle de Kaya,  Dec. .
'" According to Arnaud, one of Zindawende's elder brothers would have been nominated village chief of Tamsin before . Elders in Ziinoogo and Tamsin maintained that Zindawende was nominated chief of Baskondo in the s, at the very same moment as this chief of Tamsin : ' There were people in Baskondo and because the Piugtenga naaba saw that it had become a large village, he sent Zindawende as naaba '.
'# Gervais, ' Population ',  ; Gregory et al., ' La mobilisation ', .
village chief without first asking his French superior's approval, as formally he should have done, the Piugtenga naaba protected a number of his subjects from colonial exactions. This puts in perspective the extent to which the chiefs, formally incorporated into the system of colonial rule, collaborated with their superiors. In playing off the commandants against one another and in challenging colonial authority, Zindawende played a major role. In , he again tried to obtain satisfaction with respect to land at Singa, first with the Commandant of Ouahigouya, who claimed to be incompetent in the matter (the disputed land belonged to the Cercle de Kaya).'$ The case was then brought before the Customary Law Tribunal in Kaya, where Zindawende faced farmers from the Cercle de Ouahigouya in ' an attempt at reconciliation '. Unlike , this time he was put in the right : the people from Ouahigouya were allowed to harvest what they had sown but compelled to leave the fields to Zindawende the next season.'% In , Zindawende once more chased Ratenga farmers from Singa : Z.Y. … declares that Zindawende chased him and his people away from the land they farmed in the vicinity of the lake of Singa and which was officially recognized to be their property after the disputes that took place in  and  … Zindawende would have said, for that matter, that he acted with your authorization … (my italics).'&     KOMBERE       NAKOMBSE   TENGBIISE In July , Zindawende was finally accused of having been the instigator of a conflict over land at Koglbaraogo in which two people, a Piugtenga farmer and a Ratenga farmer, were killed. Koglbaraogo, too, is situated on Piugtenga's border with Ratenga, and constituted, like Singa, an area of colonization for both Piugtenga and Ratenga villages. According to Marchand, the administrator sent to investigate the double murder, Koglbaraogo was not a village, not even a hamlet, but only a ' soukala ''' erected at a remote place. He was surprised to meet there an old, blind man who claimed to be the earth priest responsible for the allocation of the disputed land.'( The presence of this Koglbaraogo earth priest indicates that, whatever may have been the appearance, a socio-political structure was being established.
The killings had followed a dispute over land between two farmers from Ratenga and Piugtenga. Interestingly, the Piugtenga farmer claimed to be '$ Te! le! gramme-lettre no.  du Commandant de Cercle de Ouahigouya au Commandant de Cercle de Kaya,  July .
'% Proce ' s-Verbaux des Tribunaux du Premier Degre! ,  July . Ranger observes on the functioning of colonial customary law tribunals in Africa : ' Those whose traditions lost a case came back a year or two later with better traditions '. See ' The invention of tradition in colonial Africa ', in E. Hobsbawn and T. Ranger (eds.), The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge, ), .
'& Te! le! gramme-Lettre no.  du Commandant de Cercle de Ouahigouya au Commandant de Cercle de Kaya,  May .
'' Word of Dyoula origin, used to indicate ' compound ' ; Marchal, Chroniques, . '( Rapport de l'Adjoint Principal des Services Civils sur la tourne! e effectue! e dans le Ratenga a ' propos d'une affaire de meurtre, Ouahigouya,  July .
authorized by the Koglbaraogo earth priest to use the disputed land, whereas his brother, who killed the Ratenga farmer, argued that he had acted on Zindawende's instruction. Marchand held Zindawende primarily responsible for this deplorable event, and, ignorant as he was of the fact that Zindawende already held the office of Baskondo naaba, identified his unsatisfied ambitions for power as the root of the conflict.') For Marchand, then, for order to be restored along the Piugtenga-Ratenga border, a necessary condition to be realized was Zindawende's ' elimination ' from the stage. He was confirmed in his view not only because Zindawende had been involved numerous times in conflicts over land in the preceding ten years, but also because he had discovered to his great astonishment that Zindawende had laid out, and marked with stakes, a border between Ratenga and Piugtenga, covering several kilometres and crossing a number of ' particularly sensitive ' points. This border showed ' no correspondence at all ' with the one decided upon in , most notably not at Nyimbila.'* Although certain natural landmarks, such as hills or lowlands, generally offer a rough demarcation, Moose territories have no precise boundaries.(! When boundary conflicts occur, earth shrines are referred to as territorial markers. These do not draw line-like borders but are to be understood as ritual markers. The shrines constitute points on a map, not necessarily coinciding with points on a physical border.(" In this light, Zindawende's outline of a border is worthy of note, and suggests that, in pursuing interests which countered colonial decisions, he did not refrain from appropriating colonial methods such as the placing of stakes.
Whereas other actors involved in the Koglbaraogo murder case were severely punished ' to set an example '(#, the colonial administration decided to ' eliminate ' Zindawende by nominating him Piugtenga naaba, replacing his old father Saaga. Thus it was presumed that problems at the border between Piugtenga and Ratenga would finally be solved.($ Zindawende did not enjoy his power for long. He was not customarily inaugurated and died at about the same time as his father, probably in . Therefore, when ') ' And thus appears the name of whom we find at the basis of all friction for years … [Son] of a canton chief, he sees his elder brothers [village] chiefs. Devoured by the ambition to command land, he wants to cut out a Canton for himself and searches a suitable territory ' (ibid.). It should be noted that, even though Zindawende held the office of Baskondo naaba, he still may have been striving for a higher office.
'* The borderline inscribed by Zindawende reversed the decision taken in .
(! S. Luning, Les caracteT ristiques des communauteT s et de leur terroir villageois dans la reT gion de Kaya (Kaya, ), .
(" See P. and L. Bohannan, Tiv Economy (Evanston, ), - ; M. Fortes, ' The political system of the Tallensi of the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast ', in M. Fortes and E. E. Evans-Pritchard, African Political Systems (London, ), .
(# Rapport Politique, deuxie ' me semestre, Cercle de Kaya, .
($ ' Zindawende acquits himself rather well of his provisional functions of chief of the Canton of Piugtenga ; he certainly is the only one among the children and grandchildren of the old chief who has some authority over this very difficult population. Zindawende certainly is not irreproachable. These last years, he did create, voluntarily and ambitiously, incidents in the vicinity of the frontier separating the cercles of Kaya and Ouahigouya, and tragically ended land disputes were his doing. [As a] chief, his ambition seems satisfied and we can be assured … that he will know how to suppress the actions of his kinsmen who are tempted to imitate him ' ; Rapport Politique, premier semestre, Cercle de Kaya, .
reciting the chiefs of Piugtenga, Zindawende was never mentioned by the people from Ziinoogo : Saaga's successor, naaba Sigri, was Zindawande's younger brother.
Although confirming Zindawende's prominence in the conflicts during the s and s, elders in Ziinoogo stressed his role in the territorial expansion of the Piugtenga kombere, rather than his unsatisfied ambitions for power : ' Zindawende was a feared man, and with him a certain form of chieftaincy died. He was not like the present Ziinoogo naaba who is a chief only on paper. A man like him was necessary for Piugtenga to have a bush '. Zindawende was clearly able to mobilize people : ' What would you do if you saw that others, like in this case people from Ratenga, take land that belongs to you ? If you are a man you go there to occupy those lands yourself. If you came by Zindawende and his younger brother in those days, they would have a daba in their hands and you couldn't talk with them if you hadn't taken up first a daba yourself ', an elder explained.
It was, however, not only the expansion of the Piugtenga kombere which was pursued in those conflicts. None of the Ziinoogo tengbiise forget to assert that ' it is thanks to Ziinoogo that Piugtenga extends up to Loada '. They argue that the interposition of the Piugtenga kombere in between Sanmatenga and Ratenga, and thus the expansion of the Piugtenga nakombse's political power (expressed in the control of people living in the new settlements) would not have been possible if it were not for the tengbiise's ancient ritual claims on land. Indeed it is maintained by the tengbiise that the Ziinoogo tengpeelem, that is the territory over which the Ziinoogo earth priest exercises ritual authority, extends from Balbou, south of Ziinoogo, to Be! le! he! de! in the north. When discussing its boundaries, they emphasize the presence all over the tengpeelem of earth shrines under the ultimate custody of the Ziinoogo earth priest. The ritual appropriation of this vast area by the tengbiise is situated at the very moment of their first arrival in Ziinoogo : ' That the Ziinoogo tengpeelem extends as far as Be! le! he! de! is because those who arrived here first did not, like others, clear land by cutting and felling in order to determine what would belong to them. Tensyande let his children run and make a fire. After the fire was extinguished he placed earth shrines on the burned land which stretched out up to Be! le! he! de! '.
As we have seen, the subsequent history of the village until the beginning of French rule was geographically confined to a small orbit in which several kin groups joined the first settlers ; only a very small part of the tengpeelem was effectively occupied. When colonial ' pacification ' opened up the northern territories, the presumed presence of earth shrines, placed by their ancestors, on the land extending up to Be! le! he! de! supported the Ziinoogo tengbiise in playing a major role in the occupation of land. Soon after settlement in the northern territories started, several earth priests were installed under the auspices of the Ziinoogo earth priest, notably at Koglbaraogo, Baskondo and Namissiguima. These elders of kin groups that had left Ziinoogo obtained delegated authority over the land they cleared, or which was cleared after their permission had been solicited. The Ziinoogo earth priest nevertheless maintained supreme authority with regard to the indivisible tengpeelem. Hence, the struggles over land at the PiugtengaRatenga border need also to be understood in terms of the progressive occupation of the Ziinoogo tengbiise's tengpeelem.
One conclusion to be drawn from this study is that in the first decades of the twentieth century, Ziinoogo tengbiise and Piugtenga nakombse found each other in a joint project of expansion. This is confirmed by the fact that in some of the conflicts analyzed above claims on disputed land were legitimized by referring to the authority of both chiefs and earth priests. Moreover, it seems no coincidence that the supreme ritual authority of the Ziinoogo earth priest was in practice limited to a territory smaller than the [mythical] tengpeelem that coincided with the boundaries of the Piugtenga kombere : ' The earth priests of Baskondo and Namissiguima depend on Ziinoogo, Bottogo depends on Djibo [Djelgodji] . From Loada to here depends on Ziinoogo -Tamsin and Balbou included. Zongo is part of Sanmatenga ', so it was explained in the village.(%

In the forty years following the imposition of colonial rule in , the area to the north of Ziinoogo and extending up to Loada was occupied by Moose farmers. The Piugtenga kombere naaba nominated village chiefs for newly created settlements such as Baskondo and Namissiguima, while the Ziinoogo earth priest delegated ritual authority to earth priests in Baskondo, Koglbaraogo and Namissiguima (clearing of land in Loada took place under the auspices of the Namissiguima earth priest). At the same time, the area was considered to constitute a hiding place from colonial exactions. A first important conclusion, then, is that the establishment of Moose institutions preceded effective colonial command, which puts into perspective the generally assumed collaboration of chiefs with the colonial administrators.
The administration attached great weight to the idea that a major cause of the recurring conflicts accompanying the occupation of land was internal to the Piugtenga power structure : naaba Saaga had many sons to nominate as village chiefs and therefore the creation of new villages was instrumental. Such an understanding emphasizes the role of the ruling nakombse and fits what Sahlins calls ' a history in the heroic mode '.(& That, in the twentieth century, the expansion of the Piugtenga kombere was pursued mainly by means of the clearing of land for farming might then be explained by the fact that colonial rule made pre-colonial expansion strategies, such as waging war, impossible. However, along with the expansion of the Piugtenga kombere, another grand project was at stake. By clearing land themselves and by delegating ritual power to the migrated elders of kin group segments originally from Ziinoogo, the Ziinoogo tengbiise succeeded in expanding the territory effectively under their supreme authority. Obviously, this expansion and the interposition of Piugtenga between Ratenga and Sanmatenga were related processes -the former backed by the political power of the Piugtenga nakombse, the latter legitimized by the tengbiise's ancient ritual claims. The two accounts, one stressing the part played by the nakombse chiefs, the other emphasizing the role of the Ziinoogo tengbiise, can be understood as representing a duality of perspectives on the ' constitutional legitimation ' of the Piugtenga polity, held respectively by rulers (nakombse) and subjects (tengbiise), that complement one another rather than compete.(' Many actors involved in the border conflicts, consciously or unconsciously participating in the expansion strategies pursued by nakombse and tengbiise, were also pursuing less grand projects. First, many moved north in small groups in an attempt to escape colonial control. Second, during runs of successive dry years, farmers evidently sought to make their fields in the relatively wet northern lowlands. Finally, population pressure that had built up in the period preceding colonial rule, and further population growth, especially from the s onward, entailed a relative land scarcity. Hence, people sought to extend their claims to land, both to be able to provide subsistence for themselves and their dependants and to secure future access to sufficient farm land for their descendants. In the process, a complex land use pattern emerged, and boundaries of lands claimed by larger and smaller kin groups were inscribed. On the one hand, land cleared under the auspices of the earth priests, who had authority delegated to them by the Ziinoogo earth priest, came to constitute the territories over which the successors of these earth priests exercise direct ritual control nowadays. On the other hand, those who were the first effectively to clear certain tracts of land obtained privileged use rights to that land for themselves and for their descendants.
The shattering of pre-colonial village territories and the concomitant occupation of this northern aire-refuge can thus best be understood as a process in which local actors actively participated, responding with their own social resources to the circumstances created by colonial rule, rather than in terms of the disruption of ' traditional ' social organization or the ' atomization ' of production units. Only such an understanding allows one to come to grips with present day land tenure arrangements and related nested levels of authority in the area, and, for that matter, with the high mobility of fields and people they allow for. People living and farming in Ziinoogo today hold rights in kin-group-based ' pools of territories ', dispersed over various places. In not a few cases the basis for these rights was established during the early decades of this century when these people's fathers, grandfathers or other kinsmen moved, sometimes temporarily, to the north.(( Since the role of local actors in the making of the colonial history of Haute Volta has not received much attention until recently, it is not possible to generalize the findings from the Piugtenga case study. Still, there are indications that it would be useful to explore to what extent similar processes took place in other parts of the Moose kingdoms. At the end of the nineteenth century, these kingdoms were often separated from one another and from other polities by tracts of no-man's land(), some of which came to constitute aires-refuges during the first decades of colonial rule. During the colonial era persistent conflicts over land, puzzling to the administrators, occurred at several other places along borders between chieftaincies.(* Administrators, moreover, regularly complained about the canton chiefs' passivity, lack of authority or laziness.)! It has been argued that these chiefs had ' considerable freedom to act as they chose ' and the ' French personnel was too scarce … to exercise any real control over the chiefs')", while, in a rare case, it has been mentioned that canton chiefs did not always comply with colonial demands.)# I would suggest that this passive, unauthoritative and sometimes subversive behaviour of chiefs deserves more thorough analysis.

This article retraces the occupation of land during the first decades of the twentieth century in the northern part of the province of Sanmatenga, Burkina Faso. Drawing on a number of cases of conflict over land during the s and s along the border separating the Moose chieftaincies of Piugtenga and Ratenga, it is demonstrated that this land occupation is to be understood in terms of multiple projects and multiple actors. In the process, the chieftaincy of Piugtenga expanded and the territory effectively under ritual control of ' firstcoming ' population groups was enlarged. At the same time, actors directly involved in the conflicts secured and extended their own, their descendants and\or their larger kin group's claims to land.
Contrary to what is often assumed, colonial rule was not solely disruptive in its consequences for local social organization. While many movements to the northern aire-refuge were motivated by the wish to escape colonial exactions, the dispersion of population did not necessarily entail social and political disruption. First, the establishment of Moose institutions in the aire-refuge preceded colonial control of the region. Second, the land-use pattern laid out should be interpreted in terms of kin-group-based ' pools of territories ' rather than in terms of ' atomized ' production units. It thus becomes possible to understand that people today hold rights in land at several geographically dispersed places. The basis for these rights was established in the struggles over land discussed in this article.
Local actors are shown to have responded actively to the circumstances created by colonial rule. Instead of having been passive objects in a history driven by colonial forces, they continued to pursue their own agendas, sometimes subverting colonial authority.
(* See Luning, Het binnenhalen van de oogst, -, and several files in the archives of the Cercle de Kaya.
)! Rapports Politiques, premier trimestre , deuxie ' me semestre , premier semestre , Cercle de Kaya.
)" A. L. Conklin, ' '' Democracy '' rediscovered. Civilization through association in French West Africa (-)', Cahiers d'E T tudes Africaines,  (), -.
)# Lahuec and Marchal, La mobiliteT du peuplement, .
